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O

ne bright June morning, I was idly gazing out
the kitchen window when a sudden movement caught my eye—something dark and
furry, halfway up the hill behind our house, some 50
feet from the back door. My first thought was that a
feral cat had wandered onto our five-acre property, but
then I saw the tell-tale white stripe and broad tail—a
skunk! In broad daylight?
I rushed to grab my camera off the kitchen counter
where I keep it ready to photograph birds, deer, squirrels—pretty much anything that moves. But this would
be my first opportunity to get a picture of a skunk!
Quietly I stepped outside, remaining close to the
house. I brought the camera up to my eye and zoomed
in on my subject. The skunk was hard to see, located
as it was in the dry streambed just below the drains for
the pond filter.
Wait a minute; now there were two tails—which
meant, of course, two skunks. And since it was springtime, that had to mean they were doing what critters
naturally do at that time of year.
I suppose I should have gone back inside at that
point, but the skunks seemed unaware of me, and
my feet were rooted to the spot while my finger kept
pressing the shutter. After living in the Sierra foothills
for 16 years, this was my first opportunity to photograph a skunk, and who knows, it might be the last!
And then all of a sudden one of them—the male,
I think—noticed me. It lifted its head and, I swear,
glared at me! A moment later both skunks climbed out
of the streambed and gave me a look that clearly said
“Bug off!”
To my surprise, after that they didn’t run away
or go into hiding, but resumed their activity. Still, I
thought it best to go back inside and give the amorous
couple their privacy. When after a while they appeared
to have gone, my husband and I both suspected they
had each retreated inside one of the filter drains, which
provided a cozy hiding place. In fact, it was possible

‘Polecat Love’

they had been sleeping there for some time.
Later that day, about an hour before sunset, one of
the skunks emerged from its shelter and ambled down
to the pond for a drink. Then it started sniffing the
earth nearby, no doubt catching the scent of the ant
colony that dwelled beneath the ground it was walking
on. As I stood at the window taking more pictures—
inside the house this time—I admired its luxurious tail
and thought what a beautiful creature it was.
According to my field guide, Sierra Nevada Natural
History, “The skunk goes foraging at dusk without fear
of man or beast.” Of this I have no doubt.
— Julie Olson
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A

s this most unusual year draws to a close,
Sierra Wildlife Rescue can be proud of our
continuing efforts to preserve El Dorado
County wildlife through our rescuing, rehabbing, and
releasing efforts on their behalf.
As noted in this issue, SWR’s Baby Bird Nursery
had a very successful season under trying conditions
and our various in-home mammal rehabbers were very
busy as well. In addition, in an effort spearheaded by
SWR board member Joan Winton,
SWR was able to significantly expand its network of release cages for
rehabbing songbirds (see pages 4–5).
Thanks to all the new SWR volunteers
who opened their homes and hearts
to caring for our local wildlife.
Also, SWR is extremely grateful
to The Latrobe Fund for its generous donation of $15,000 to fund the
construction of a new dove and pigeon release cage.
The new dove/pigeon cage will be located at the SWR
Center in Diamond Springs. For many years, SWR’s
Judy Monestier hosted the release cage on her property, but Judy is planning on selling her home, making
building and siting a new cage necessary. Her dedication and expertise have been invaluable to the work of
SWR for so many years and I hope SWR will continue
to benefit from her rehabbing skills into the future.
In addition, The Latrobe Fund also recently offered a
dollar-for-dollar challenge grant of up to $4,000, which
was matched by SWR members in less than a week.
Funds will be used to replace the aging air conditioning unit at the SWR Center. Kudos to board member

Denise Pané, who wrote both proposals.
As many of you know, SWR experienced a loss this
summer with the departure from our county of former
SWR president and skunk rehabber extraordinaire Deb
Datilio, who “flew the coop” this year and relocated
to Lyme, Connecticut (yes, the Lyme of Lyme Disease
fame). She and her sister Robin purchased a home on
6 acres, full of local flora and fauna. We wish her much
happiness in this new adventure.
Finally, SWR was gratified by
the confidence in our work shown
by the California Department of
(Below) A couple of “locals” drop by the
new house. (From left) Deb, Robin, and
Roxanne, Robin’s pup.

Fish and Wildlife when it named SWR a recipient of a
$14,000 grant as part of its 2020 Native Wildlife Grant
Program—props to SWR board member Debbie Buckles
for her grant-writing skills.
So our work continues and I want to once again
extend my heartfelt thanks to everyone who makes it
possible.
—Michael Damer

Banner Year for SWR Baby Bird Nursery

I

t was a challenging year in
more ways than one for SWR’s
Baby Bird Nursery. Not only
did volunteers providing care for
injured and orphaned birds have
to take extra precautions to protect themselves, other volunteers,
and the public from Covid-19, but
the number of birds cared for this
season was the highest in years.
But thanks to the commitment
and dedication of 99 volunteers
and staff, the BBN cared for over
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640 birds from 50 species.
Additionally, over 60 birds
and mammals were taken in and
then transferred to other specialty rehabbers, including SWR
mammal and avian rehabbers.
Hats off to everyone at the BBN
for giving so many animals a second chance. In the photo at left,
BBN Manager Marissa DeVille
cares for a bird rarely seen at the
BBN, a baby Green Heron.
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It’s an American
Crow…
No, It’s a
Common Raven
General Description: It is not unusual for birders to
mistake American Crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) for
Common Ravens (Corvus corax). Closer observation,
however, yields key differences. Common Ravens are
larger, longer winged, and heavier billed than crows
and have tapered tails compared to the crow’s shorter,
squarer tail. Look for the wedged-shaped tail when in
flight when identifying ravens. In flight, crows have a
distinctive rowing-like motion. The crow is 17’’–21” while
the raven is 21”–27” in length. Both birds are black.
Habitat/Range: Crows live coast to coast wherever
trees grow as well as along streams, orchards, and city
parks. Ravens are found throughout most of the Northern Hemisphere—eastern forests and the open Great
Plains are the exception—and in nearly any habitat,
including deserts, mountains, canyons, forests, and
Pacific Coast beaches.

The Common Raven makes up to 33 different vocalizations,
but its most common sound is a gurgling, hoarse kraaak!

old. Typically, the young help their parents raise the
young for a few years. The oldest recorded wild American Crow was over 16 years old when it was recaptured
and rereleased. A captive crow in New York lived to be
59 years old.
Common Ravens are exceptionally smart and
dangerous to other birds. They sometimes work in
pairs, one distracting an incubating adult and the other
grabbing an egg or chick when the parent isn’t watchful enough. Additionally, ravens are acrobatic fliers,
seeming to enjoy rolls and somersaults in the air. Young
ravens have been observed dropping sticks they are
carrying and then diving down to catch them time and
again. The oldest recorded wild Common Raven was
over 22½ years old.
RAVEN/CROW PHOTOS: LS COUPER DVM PHOTOGRAPHY

Diet: Common Ravens will eat almost anything they
can get their bills on, including small animals, insects,
wolf dung, grains, fruits, pet food, and scorpions. American Crows have a similar diet and are frequent nest
predators, eating eggs and nestlings of numerous birds
such as robins, sparrows, jays, and others.
Nesting: Both the male and female crow help build
their nest, which is usually hidden in a crotch near the
trunk of a tree or on a horizontal branch. The clutch size
is between 3–9 greenish spotted eggs, which incubate
for 16–18 days. The nestling period is 20–40 days. Ravens build their nests on cliffs, in trees, or on structures
such as power-line towers, billboards, or bridges. The
clutch size is 3–7 green, olive, or blue mottled eggs. The
incubation period is 20–25 days and nestling period is
28–50 days.
Interesting Facts: American Crows are very social
animals and during the winter they can congregate in
large numbers and sleep in communal roosts of up to a
couple of million crows. Crows don’t breed until they are
2 years old and most wait until they are 4 or more years

Listen for the American Crow’s distinctive, full-throated
series of loud caws.

Backyard Field Guide, formerly Birds in Your Backyard,
highlights birds as well as other wild animals we see in
our backyards, property, and around our county. Each
year hundreds of wild animals, such as ravens and crows,
are cared for by Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s rehabbers,
fulfilling our mission of rehabilitating and releasing
orphaned and injured wildlife to their wild native habitat.
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SWR Goes Solar
SWR Release Ca

A
(Above) A group of SWR volunteers built this release cage at the
SWR Center on a Saturday blitz this spring. Over the summer,
the cage was utilized by dozens of birds and in September it was
moved to a new location. Cages were constructed from 4’ by 8’
panels to make relocating easier.
(Below) Desi and Laura Menendez show off the songbird
release cage built by SWR volunteers at their home in El
Dorado HIlls.
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t the start of the 2020 Baby Bird Nursery
season in May, under the leadership of SWR
board member Joan Winton, SWR undertook
a project to update our songbird release cage policies
and procedures as well as survey the current status of
release cages throughout our county.
During this process, and based on data from last
year’s BBN season, SWR determined that we needed
more songbird release cages throughout the county
at different elevations to meet the standards and
requirements for the great variety of songbird species
the BBN cares for each season.
After recruiting new songbird release cage
rehabbers and with the help of many volunteers, SWR
built or refurbished six additional songbird release
cages, which were located strategically throughout
our county.
Release cages provide the critical last step before
a bird can be released to the wild. Once a bird has
recuperated from an injury or a young bird that
entered the BBN as a hatchling or nestling shows they
can feed themselves, they are placed in a much larger
release cage.
In the release cage, which typically measures 8’ by
8’ by 8’, the birds have ample room to exercise their
wings, build muscle mass, and demonstrate that they
can independently feed themselves. Typically, birds will
remain in the release cage for 7–10 days before gaining
their freedom in their natural habitat.
“This was a wonderful opportunity to help our
native songbirds and observe firsthand the joy that
birds bring to our lives,” commented Laura Menendez,
whose home in El Dorado Hills now hosts a release
cage. “I also want to thank Sierra Wildlife Rescue for all
of their assistance and their trust in us to care for the
songbirds. You have all been amazing!”
This next season SWR hopes to have the funding
to build an additional two to three songbird cages to
complete the project.
In addition to release cages for songbirds, SWR
volunteers also built a squirrel release cage on a SWR
member’s property this year. Just like for songbirds,
recuperating or young squirrels need a large, safe,
enclosed space to practice and perfect the skills
necessary to thrive in the wild.
“I have always been interested in wildlife

age Project Takes Flight
rehabilitation and felt it was time to see how I could
help out local wildlife,” commented Samantha Sproull,
who hosted a squirrel release cage this year. “My girls
and I really enjoyed the squirrel journey and it has been
a great interactive learning experience for all of us.”

“This was a wonderful opportunity to
help our native songbirds and observe
firsthand the joy that birds bring to
our lives.”

If you are interested in hosting a release cage for
squirrels or songbirds next year, please contact
Joan Winton at joanwinton@hotmail.com.
Training and supplies will be provided.

(Above) Songbird release cages are needed at various elevations
and this cage was built at 2300 feet utilizing an empty horse stall.

(Above) Samantha Sproull’s two daughters, Riley (left) and
Serenity, really enjoyed preparing special treats for the squirrels
that lived in the release cage which was built at their home in
Placerville this spring.
(Left) SWR volunteers Jim Reed (right) and Tom King finalize
reassembling a songbird flight cage that was relocated to a rehabber’s property to accommodate two overwintering crows.
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Illumination in the Flatwoods
One man’s life as a wild turkey
By Joe Hutto
©1995 Lyons Press, 238 pages
Book review by Julie Olson

F

or most of his life, naturalist
and Florida native Joe Hutto
had been fascinated by the
wild turkey, but the bird’s innate
elusiveness made it difficult to
study up close and in depth. So
when the opportunity arose to rescue two orphaned clutches of wild
turkey eggs, he decided to imprint
and raise them himself as a means
to discover the bird’s true nature.
Most of the book is written
in the form of a daily journal that
records the first four months in the
lives of the young “poults” (although it doesn’t end there). It is
heartwarming to read about the irrevocable bond that is created each
time a new hatchling makes deliberate eye contact
with its surrogate parent. Once those connections are
made, Hutto must spend every waking moment with
his young brood. They look to him not only for security
and protection, but above all, for instructions about
how to survive.
“I am impressed with how they desperately want
signals and communication from me, and how acute
their attention to me is,” Hutto writes. “The slightest yelp or purr from me can bring about the most
profound behaviors: freezing, scattering, assembly,
et cetera.” And the turkeys, evidently, have things to
teach him, as well. “I see in them an awareness and a
presence that remind me of how relatively dull my own
senses are. They never fail to warn me of the slightest
element of interest in our environment: a squirrel or
bird in a nearby tree, a snake passing quietly nearby,
or a hawk soaring at an altitude that is almost invisible
to me.” The turkeys even use a unique type of “alarm
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putt” to warn of the proximity of a
rattlesnake.
Naturally, the poults spend most
of their time hunting and foraging
for food, with occasional breaks to
take dust baths, wade in a shady
creek, or relax and preen on favorite
tree limbs. But as Hutto discovers,
“the most important activity of a
young wild turkey is the acquisition
and assimilation of information. It is
the food they are most hungry for.
They are curious to a fault…and their
memory is impeccable.”
Ultimately, his experiment yields
a great many revelations about this
surprisingly complex bird. “One of
the most interesting and gratifying
aspects of this project,” he writes, “is
observing the absolute joy that these
birds experience in their lives.”
Very few people ever have the opportunity to live
with a wild animal—or several—to the point where
they are virtually seeing the world through the eyes of
that animal. It is this transformative experience that
this book is fundamentally about. It is, in short, a memorable read for anyone who loves wildlife.

Editor’s Note: My Life as a Turkey, a television
program based on this book, aired in 2011 on the PBS
series, Nature. Co-written and hosted by the author,
it won an Emmy Award for Outstanding Nature
Programming and may be viewed online by KVIE
Passport members at https://www.pbs.org/wnet/
nature/my-life-as-a-turkey-full-episode/7378/

Leave a Legacy for W

F

or over 25 years, Sierrra Wildlife Rescue has been
dedicated to the mission of preserving El Dorado
County’s wildlife through rescuing, rehabilitating, and releasing injured and orphaned native birds and mammals
back into the wild.
By making a gift to Sierra Wildlife Rescue in your will,
trust, or other financial plan, you can help protect and
preserve wildlife in El Dorado County for generations
to come.
Contact your attorney, tax adviser, or financial planner to discuss ways you can help Sierra Wildlife Rescue,
or consider using this sample bequest language in your
will or trust.
Bequest language: “I give to Sierra Wildlife Rescue, a

501(c)(3) non-profit organization with its principal offices
at 777 Pleasant Valley Rd., Diamond Springs, CA (mailing
adddress: P.O. Box 2127, Placerville, CA 95667), the sum
of $______ (or 100% or ___% of my residual estate), to be
used for the organization’s general purposes of protecting
and preserving El Dorado County wildlife.”

A Huge Thank-You…
…to local wildlife and landscape photographer Jackie Young, who
recently donated a number of her beautiful notecards to Sierra
Wildlife Rescue to be sold to benefit our efforts on behalf of SWR
wildlife. These lovely 5 ½” by 4 ¼” notecards are available for sale
at three for $5 plus $1 for shipping and handling (shown are examples; selection may vary). To order, contact Michael Damer at
mjdamer@gmail.com.
People are using Amazon more than ever these days. If you use the Amazon Smile
program, 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible purchases will be donated to your
charity of choice…think Sierra Wildlife Rescue. To set up Amazon Smile:
1. Go to smile.amazon.com and login with your existing Amazon account, username, and password.
2. Type Sierra Wildlife Rescue in the “pick your own charitable organization” box and click “search.”
3. Select Sierra Wldlife Rescue and follow the prompts to complete the process.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: Michael Damer l Vice President: Pamela Watson
Treasurer: Bo Thompson l Secretary: Peg Campbell
Members at Large: Laurin Peterlin l Gail Crawford
Denise Pané l Joan Winton l Kristi Schroeder
Lisa Seto l Debbie Buckles l Vivian Kane
Shauna Lea Sullivan
SWR BOARD MEETINGS
Held the third Tuesday of the month at 6pm (7pm May
through August). The meetings are open to the public and
are currently being held on the Zoom platform. If you wish
to join a meeting, contact Michael Damer at mjdamer@
gmail.com to be added to the attendance list.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of Sierra Wildlife Rescue is the
preservation of El Dorado County’s wildlife, which we
work to achieve in two ways: First, we rehabilitate
and release injured and orphaned wild animals.
Second, we educate the public about living with
wildlife and respecting its habitat. Each of these is
important to the long-term health and well-being of
our area’s wildlife.
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Come Join Us!
C

ome enjoy the wonderful fellowship among people who share your
concerns about wildlife and the environment! Sierra Wildlife Rescue
always needs new home rehabbers for all species. If you would like to
learn more about home rehabbing, would like to feed baby birds at our
Wildlife Center in the summer, or would be available for transporting
animals from rescuers to rehabbers, please call us at 530-621-2650, or
check out our website, www.sierrawildliferescue.org.
SWR provides training, licensing, and most supplies. As a home rehabber,
you will attend training classes, join a team, and work with an experienced
mentor for awhile; someone will always be available to advise and assist
you. No prior experience is necessary—all you need is a concern for wild
animals and the willingness to learn.
Rehabbing and returning wild creatures to their natural environment is
more exciting and fulfilling than you can imagine!
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